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VP for Res. & Grad. Ed. E 14 82006 (1.00)
Secretary IV SR 16 21426 (1.00) +
Spec. Ass’t. to Chancellor M 05 89112 (1.00) **
Director of Research Relations M 06 89153 (1.00)
Secretary III SR 14 12705 (1.00)
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GRADUATE DIVISION
Chart III

LABORATORY ANIMAL SERVICE
Chart XVII

SCHOOL OF OCEAN AND EARTH SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Chart XIII

Office of the Dean Chart XIII
Sea Grant College Program Chart XIII +
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics Chart XIII ++
Hawaii Undersea Research Laboratory Chart XIV
Joint Institute for Marine and Atmospheric Research Chart XIV
Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology Chart XIV +
Hawaii Natural Energy Institute Chart XIV ++
Departments of:
Geology and Geophysics Chart XVIII
Meteorology Chart XVIII
Oceanography Chart XVIII
Ocean Engineering Chart XVIII

ORGANIZED RESEARCH UNITS

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics Chart XIII +
Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology Chart XIV +
Institute for Astronomy Chart V
Pacific Biomedical Research Center Chart VII
Harold L. Lyon Arboretum Chart VIII
Social Science Research Institute Chart XIV +
Water Resources Research Center Chart XIV +
Industrial Relations Center Chart X
Cancer Research Center of Hawaii Chart XIV +
Sea Grant College Program Chart XIV +
Hawaii Natural Energy Institute Chart XIV ++
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- The incumbent for position 821408 is presently filling the temporary Private Secretary I position 837045.
- Position to be redescrbed.
- The Directors of the four Organized Research Units report to the Dean of the School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology, as well as to the Vice President for Research and Graduate Education. Thus the Organized Research Units are shown at two places on this chart.